
up. Keep fighting. Even if you do not stop, the attempt 
itself may slow the fall and help prevent rolling, tum-
bling, and bouncing. It may also help keep you sliding 
feet first, the best position if you end up hitting rocks 
or trees. If roped to other climbers, anything a falling 
climber can do to slow a fall increases the chance that 
their self-arrests or belays will hold.

without an ax. If you lose your ice ax in a fall, use 
hands, elbows, knees, and boots to dig into the snow 
slope, using positioning similar to what would be 
used if you still had the ax. Try to clasp hands together 
against the slope so that snow is accumulated in them 
and creates more friction. 

Times when self-arrest should not be trusted include 
when a slope seems too fast or the runout too danger-
ous, or when members of the climbing party doubt 
their strength or skill. If this is the case, back off, look 
for another route, or rope up and put in protection. (See 
“Roped Snow Climbing Techniques,” below.) 

Crampons and self-arrest
It has traditionally been taught that wearing crampons 
when trying to self-arrest may not be a good idea, because 
they can catch and flip a climber over backward or even 
break an ankle. This is especially true if the snow is hard 
or icy. Unfortunately, if climbers are on a slope where 
self-arrest may be necessary, there is a good chance they 
will want to be wearing crampons. This is also especially 
true if the snow is hard or icy.

The important thing is to stop yourself. Crampons 
may actually help in executing a self-arrest in many 
snow conditions by providing more traction than boots 
alone. If on an icy slope with a dangerous runout, a 
belay of some type is generally recommended instead 
of relying on self-arrest.

roped Snow cLimBing 
techniQueS
On a glacier, teams rope up for protection from hidden 
crevasses. On a nonglaciated snow slope, the decision 
is not so clear-cut, and climbers have to weigh several 
options: 

The party can climb unroped, relying on each indi-
vidual to stop a personal fall. They may decide to travel 
roped together but unbelayed, which offers some secu-
rity for a weaker climber and gets the rope set up in case 
no convenient rope-up place exists later. Or the party 
may decide to travel roped together and to use belays, 

because route conditions or the climbers’ abilities dic-
tate this level of protection. 

The risks of roping up are not trivial. One climber 
can fall and pull the entire rope team off the mountain. 
Risk of avalanche and rockfall exposure is also higher 
and the party will move more slowly. 

optionS for roped team protection
If the climbing party decides it is safer overall to rope up, 
several different ways allow a party to match the type 
of rope protection to climbing conditions and climbers’ 
strengths.

team arrest (roped but unbelayed)
Team arrest depends on individual climbers to stop their 
own falls and to provide backup in case someone else 
falls. Relying on team arrest as the ultimate team security 
makes sense only in certain situations, such as on a low- 
or moderate-angle glacier or snow slope. The proficient 
members of the rope team can save a less-skilled climber 
from a dangerous slide. 

On steeper, harder slopes, the party has to decide 
which option is safest: continuing to rely on team arrest, 
using anchors for protection, or unroping and letting 
each climber go it alone.

To increase the odds that team arrest will work on a 
snow slope, use the following procedures:

n  Carry a few feet of slack rope coiled in your 
hand if any climbers are below you. If a climber 
falls, drop the loose rope, which allows an 
extra instant before the rope is loaded; use this 
moment to get the ice ax into self-arrest position 
and to brace before the falling climber’s weight 
impacts the rope. However, if too much slack is 
carried, the distance that your rope mates will 
slide before you stop them is increased, height-
ening the danger to your teammates and you.

n  Put the weakest climber on the downhill end 
of the rope. As a rule, the least-skilled climber 
should be last on the rope while ascending and 
first on the rope while descending. This puts the 
climber most likely to fall in a position where a 
fall will be less serious: below the other climb-
ers, where the impact will be quickly felt along 
the rope.

n  Climb on a shortened rope. This technique is 
best for a two-person rope team. A climbing 
pair that uses only a portion of the rope reduces 
the sliding distance and the tug from the fall if 
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one partner falls. To shorten the rope, wind as 
many coils as necessary until the desired length 
remains. Then use a loop of the climbing rope to 
tie an overhand knot through the coils, and clip 
the loop in to your harness with a locking carabi-
ner. Carry the coils over one shoulder and under 
the opposite arm (fig. 16-30). If more than two 
climbers are on the rope, the middle climber or 
climbers should take coils in the direction of the 
leader. See “Special Rescue Situations” in Chap-
ter 17, Glacier Travel and Crevasse Rescue, for a 
description and illustration (Figure 17-24) of a 
similar technique, called the adapted Kiwi coil.

n  Climb in separate parallel tracks. This is another 
option that is best for a two-person rope team. 
The climbers are abreast of each other, separated 
by the rope. A falling climber will pendulum 
down, putting force on the rope to the side of 

and below the partner. The tug on the rope will 
be less than if the climber fell from high above. 
Also, the friction of the rope as it pendulums 
across the snow will absorb some of the force. 
On ascents where kicking two sets of steps would 
be a waste of time and energy, this style may be 
impractical, but on ascents of harder snow and 
on descents, it can be good.

n  handle the rope properly. Keep the rope on the 
downhill side of the team so that there is less 
chance of stepping on it. Hold the rope in your 
downhill hand, in a short loop. You can then 
take in or let out the rope, adjusting to the pace 
of the person ahead of or the person behind you, 
rather than getting into a tug-of-war.

n  observe your rope mates’ pace and position and 
adjust and prepare accordingly. When the rope 
goes taut, it may be hung up on the snow, or 
your rope mates may be in a delicate situation 
in which any additional tug on the rope could 
yank them off their feet. 

n  yell “Falling!” whenever any climber falls. All 
rope partners can self-arrest and avoid getting 
pulled off their feet.

running belays
Roped climbers can move together on snow with the 
help of running belays. This technique saves time over 
regular belayed climbing but still allows for protection. 
Running belays, which are also useful in rock climbing, 
ice climbing, and alpine climbing, are discussed in Chap-
ters 14, Leading on Rock, and 18, Alpine Ice Climbing. 

The running belay offers an intermediate level of 
protection, somewhere between team arrest and fixed 
belays. The running belay helps when a successful team 
arrest is improbable but fixed belays are impractical. For 
example, running protection may do the job on long 
snow faces and couloirs.

To place running belays, the leader puts in pieces of 
snow protection when necessary and uses a carabiner 
to clip the rope in to each one. (For more information 
on snow anchors, see the next section.) All members 
of the rope team continue to climb at the same time, 
just as in unbelayed travel, except that now there is 
protection in the snow that will be likely to stop a fall 
(fig. 16-31). To pass each running belay point, when the 
middle climbers reach an anchor, they unclip the rope 
that is in front of them from the carabiner attached to 
the protection, then clip the rope that is behind them 

Fig. 16-30. Climbing on a shortened rope (prusiks omitted 
for clarity).
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to the carabiner. The last climber on the rope removes 
each piece of protection. 

Combination Protection techniques
Long snow routes usually demand fast travel to reach 
the summit. Climbers often use a combination of roped 
and unroped travel, mostly unbelayed. They rely primar-
ily on team arrest or running protection, and some sec-
tions of the climb will warrant unroped travel. Belays are 
typically used on steeper, harder snow or when climbers 
are tired or hurt. The option of turning around is always 
worth considering (see the “Decision Making for Roped 
Snow Travel” sidebar). The party can select a new route, 
choose another destination, or just head home.

Snow anchorS
Snow anchors provide protection and secure rappels 
and belays. The strength of a snow anchor placement 
depends on the strength of the snow. The greater the 
area of snow the anchor pulls against and the firmer the 
snow, the stronger the anchor. Ultimately, the strength 
of snow anchors depends greatly on proper placement 
and snow conditions. Common snow anchors are pick-
ets, deadman anchors, flukes, and bollards.

Picket
A picket is a stake driven into the snow as an anchor. 
Aluminum pickets are available in lengths ranging from 
18 to 36 inches (46 to 91 centimeters) and in differ-
ent styles, including round or oval tubes and angled or 
T-section stakes.

The angle for placing a picket depends on the angle 
of the snow slope. The picket should be placed so that 
it can withstand the direction of pull while having 
the greatest possible area of snow to pull against (fig. 
16-32). On a gentler slope, the placement should be 
vertical or at an angle of a few degrees toward the top 
of the slope. On a steeper slope, the placement should 
be at an angle of about 45 degrees from the direction of 
pull. Attach a carabiner or runner to the picket at the 
level of the snow surface—not higher on the picket, or 
a pull may lever it out of the snow. Drive a picket into 

Fig. 16-31. A running belay setup; detail shows anchor attachment.
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the snow with a rock, the side of an ice ax, or an ice 
hammer. An ice ax or ice tool can also serve as a make-
shift picket.

A picket works best in firm, hard snow. If the snow 
is too soft, use the picket as a deadman (see below). 
Make sure the picket is not pulling out of the snow and 
that there are no visible cracks in the snow in the area 
against which the picket exerts force.

Inspect a picket after every use. Every member of 
a rope team using a running belay should check the 
picket as they pass it. 

deadman
A deadman anchor is any object buried in the snow as a 
point of attachment for the rope. Ice axes, ice tools, and 
pickets can be used as deadman anchors. Here are the 
steps to build a deadman:

1.  Dig a trench as long as the item being used and 
perpendicular to the load. 

2.  Girth-hitch a runner to the item at its midpoint 
and place the item in the trench. To prevent the 
runner from sliding off the ends, use a carabiner. 
For a picket, clip a carabiner to the picket’s mid-
point and to the runner (fig. 16-33a). For an ice 

deciSion making for roped Snow 
traveL

 A team always ropes up on glaciers, but on snow or 
mixed terrain the climbing team has a few consider-
ations: 
1. Is each member of the party able to use self-belay 

or self-arrest? If the answer is yes, the party can con-
tinue unroped. 

2. Can the team stop all falls by roping up and relying 
on team arrest? If so, rope up and continue climb-
ing unbelayed. 

3. Can the team use some form of belay (running or 
fixed) that will provide adequate protection? If so, 
begin belaying. 

4. Should the party turn around, or should the team 
proceed unroped and assume the risks?

slope angle

45°

Fig. 16-32. The angle of picket placement varies with the 
steepness of the slope.

a b

c

Fig. 16-33. Deadman anchors: 
a, picket; b, one ice ax, buried horizon-
tally; c, two ice axes, one horizontal 
and one vertical (the T-ax anchor).
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ax or ice tool, clip a carabiner to the hole at the 
spike end (fig. 16-33b). 

3.  Cut a slot in the snow that is as deep as the 
trench, to allow the runner to lie in the direction 
of pull. If this slot is shallower than the trench, 
there will be an upward pull on the anchor.

4.  Cover everything with snow except the tail of 
the runner. Stamp down on everything to com-
pact and strengthen the snow. 

5.  Clip in to the end of the runner.
If the snow is soft, increase the strength of the dead-

man placement by increasing the area of snow it pulls 
against; do this by using a larger object. Try using a 
pack, a pair of skis, or a long, large stuff sack tightly 
filled with snow. Do not use ski or trekking poles—they 
are not strong enough.

In a variation of the buried-ax deadman anchor, 
place a second ax vertically behind the horizontal ax 
(fig. 16-33c). In this variation, called the T-ax anchor, 
girth-hitch a runner to the vertical ax and run the shaft 
of the horizontal ax through the runner.

As with all snow anchors, inspect a deadman after 
every use. Look for cracks and bulges in the snow above 
the buried item. 

snow Fluke
The snow fluke is a specially shaped aluminum plate 
with a metal cable attached (fig. 16-34a). A buried fluke 
should be angled back about 40 degrees from the direc-
tion of pull (fig. 16-34b). Dig a slot in the snow to permit 
the cable to be pulled in as direct a line as possible.

In theory, the snow fluke serves as a dynamic anchor, 
planing deeper into the snow when it takes a load. 
In practice, a fluke may behave in more complicated 
ways, even coming out if its top is tipped too far for-
ward (fig. 16-34c) or backward or if the load is not in a 
direct line (fig. 16-34d), such as to the side rather than 
straight out.

Flukes work best in moist, heavy snow. They are less 
reliable with snow layers of varying density: If the fluke 
or its cable travels down into the snow and hits a harder 
layer, the fluke could be deflected and pull out. Nor do 
flukes do well in dry, unconsolidated snow.

a

40°

Slope angle

b GOOD

UNSAFEc UNSAFEd

Fig. 16-34. Snow flukes: a, typical snow fluke; b, correct angle for fluke placement; c, incorrect placement (unsafe), not 
angled back sufficiently; d, incorrect placement (unsafe), no slot for cable.
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snow bollard
A snow bollard is a mound carved out of snow. When 
rigged with rope or webbing, bollards can provide strong, 
reliable snow anchors (fig. 16-35a). However, building 
bollards can be time consuming.

Create the mound by making a horseshoe-shaped 
trench in the snow, with the open end of the horseshoe 
pointing downhill (fig. 16-35b). In hard snow, chop out 
the trench using the adze of an ice ax; in soft snow, 
stamp out a trench or dig one. The trench should be 
6 to 8 inches (15 to 20 centimeters) wide and 12 to 18 
inches (30 to 45 centimeters) deep (fig. 16-35c). In hard 
snow, the mound should be at least 3 feet (1 meter) in 
diameter, and in soft snow it should be up to 10 feet 
(3 meters).

The bollard should not be in an oval teardrop shape 
in which the legs of the trench come together. This 
configuration results in a weaker anchor by not taking 
advantage of the entire snow slope in front of the 
mound. 

During construction, assess the snow in the trench 
for changes in consistency or weak layers that could 
allow the rope or webbing to cut through the mound. 

Webbing is less likely than rope to saw into the 
mound. Avoid pulling on the rope or webbing after it 
is placed. Ice axes planted vertically at the shoulders 
of the trench prevent rope or webbing from cutting 
in. Pad the rear and sides of the mound with packs, 
clothing, or foam pads. Inspect the bollard for damage 
after each use.

multiple anchors
Multiple anchors are safest. They can be placed one 
behind the other to provide backup and absorb any 
remaining force (fig. 16-36a), or they can be placed inde-
pendently and connected to share the load (fig. 16-36b). 
Keep the anchors several feet apart so they do not share 
any localized weaknesses in the snow. Inspect every 
anchor after each use. (More details and illustrations 
on joining multiple anchors are found in “Equalizing 
Anchors” in Chapter 10, Belaying, and in “Equalizing 
Protection” in Chapter 13, Rock Protection.)

BeLaying on Snow
When climbing on snow, climbers give quicker and less-
formal belays using an ice ax, or they set up belays using 
established snow anchors. No matter what the belaying 
technique, every snow belay should be as secure and 
dynamic as possible to help limit the force on the anchor. 
The hip belay can provide a more gradual, dynamic 
belay than do belay devices, but it takes more practice 
to execute correctly (see “Using the Hip Belay” in Chap-
ter 10). Plan your stance so your body takes the force, 
which is dissipated as much as possible by the belay. The 
dynamic, shock-absorbing quality of climbing rope also 
helps to minimize chances of an abrupt stop to a fall. 

Set up a belay close to the climbing difficulties. To 
belay the lead climber, get out of the line of fire by 
setting up the belay stance to one side of the fall line. 
If the leader is heading up on a diagonal, get outside 
any point where that climber’s route can cross directly 
above you. On a ridge crest, it is not always possible to 
predict a fall line and plan a belay in advance. If a rope 
mate slips off one side of the ridge, the best tactic may 
actually be to jump off the opposite side, with the rope 
running over the ridge and thus saving both climbers.

Carabiner–ice ax belay. Also called the stomper 
belay, the carabiner–ice ax belay provides better secu-
rity than a boot-ax belay (see below), with easier rope 
handling. One good thing about the carabiner–ice ax 
belay is that the force of a fall pulls the belayer more 
firmly into the stance.

12 to  18
inches deep

3 to 10 feet

6 to 8
inches
wide

b

c

a

Fig. 16-35. Snow bollard: a, in a rappel setup; b, viewed 
from above; c, cross section.
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